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The process of making a narrative of any form is complex and personal, and the only way 

to improve is to continue to create. There are many media through which a story can be told, and 

the inten1et provides opportunities for an artist or storyteller to present their work directly to their 

audience. I planned and executed a narrative through a webcomic format, hosting in online at 

http://mirror.the-comic.org. In the story, a shadow descends upon a community, and the 

responsibility of finding and fixing the cause of the imbalance falls to a young woman named 

Nour. In addition to the story, I maintained a blog detailing the design and story decisions I 

made, as well as the psychological and cultural relevance of myth and narrative. 

http:http://mirror.the-comic.org
http:LAnden.lr
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Artist Statement 

The process of creating a narrative is organic and convoluted, and no matter how much 

instruction an individual receives, weaving a new story is, by nature, a personal endeavor. It is 

difficult to define what constitutes a "good" versus a "bad" narrative, and this can subsequently 

makes planning one rather stressful. While there are many resources available to budding 

storytellers, the reality is that one of the best ways to get better at creating stories is to create 

more stories. With that in mind, I chose to create a webcomic for my thesis. 

The thesis consists of two parts: the main component is the webcomic itself, and the 

supplementary component is a blog detailing my thoughts and process. I decided to do a 

webcomic because it allowed me to synthesize many different skills and concepts I gained during 

my undergraduate education. Through my animation courses, I learned about many aspects of 

commercial storytelling, especially in regards to creating storyboards and animatics. A narrative 

also gave me the ability to explore psychological concepts, such as identity formation and some 

components of psychoanalytic theory. 

The webcomic gave me the opportunity to focus on and refine the imagery and the world 

of my story. With commercial animation, a storyboard or animatic would be the more expected 

project, but the focus of those media tends to be almost exclusively on the character and plot. 

The overall quality tends to be rather quick and less refined. For my thesis, I wanted to utilize not 

only story elements, but also elements of art such as color, shape, design, and composition. 

Because a webcomic condenses story into a few static panels, each of those panels can be refined 

much more than a storyboard or animatic, thus allowing me to find a middle ground between 

story and artistic design. 

The blog component allowed me to write about the process of creating the story as I was 
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doing it. It also let me be more detailed with each aspect of the story I wanted to discuss given 

that I could focus on them individually. My thesis is an exercise in creating a narrative and 

bridging the gap between many areas of study, and having to maintain a blog made me more 

aware of the choices I was making and why I was making them. As such, most of the written 

details about my project will be contained in the blog portion of the thesis. 

One of the most important aspects of a webcomic and blog is that they are, by nature, 

constrained to the internet. That is, my progress and process were made public, and in order to 

view the project as it was intended, one must visit the website. The urI for the project is 

http://mirror.the-comic.org,anditishostedbythesitecomicfury.com, which I chose for of its 

blog feature and popularity. I wanted to use this fonnat for several reasons. First of all, the 

internet is a common medium through which comics and other fonns of commercial art and 

media are shared. Secondly, actively involving an audience held me accountable for regular 

updates, as well as gave me feedback, suggestions, and encouragement. Finally, as an artist 

seeking to display my professional abilities and the capstone of my work, it seemed logical to 

make the project public and accessible. 

A side-effect of having my comic online is that the public aspect of the project was 

somewhat casual and infonnal. The language of my blogs is more colloquial, and while I 

retroactively edited a few things (including citations) for the fonnal thesis, I left the language 

mostly as it appeared on the website's blog. The infonnal nature of the webcon1ic also had its 

benefits, such as allowing for more personal interactions with the audience. At the time I wrote 

this, the comic had 330 comments, 155 subscribed readers, and a rating of 4.99 out of five stars. 

That much positive feedback is not only a great boost in confidence, but also a sign that at least 

son1e aspects of the comic were successful. 

http:http://mirror.the-comic.org,anditishostedbythesitecomicfury.com
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It did not always go smoothly, however, and I learned a lot from this project. Although 

my classwork up until this point had been challenging and informative, this webcomic was a 

major personal undertaking that I had not experienced before. My first blog post made this very 

clear, as I mentioned that I planned on updating several times a week in order to finish in May, 

which turned out to be unrealistic. Not only did I put a high level of detail into each page, but I 

also invented the style specifically for this comic, which meant that working in it was not as 

natural. These and other factors prompted me to eventually cut back updating to once a week, 

which was a pace I could maintain nl0re easily. 

Mirror became a great opportunity to exercise many skills that I gained through my 

experience at Ball State University. It allowed me to synthesize many concepts from my areas of 

study, as well as fully utilize my artistic talents. It was challenging and rewarding, and I feel that 

it represents the best work that I have done as a student. 
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sakes, Nour, 
put your hood down! 
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entr nee to the 
sP' it world IS said 

to be at the peak 


of he tallest mountain 

to the west. 


You must venture there, 

discover the cause 


of this disturbance... 
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All of 
civilization 
is counting 

on y ou! 
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THE FIRST CAME 
roB. GLORY. BUT 

HE WAS TOO 
SELF-CENT RED 

TO EVEN ASK 
roB. HELP. 
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I won't 
let you get 
in my way! 
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But if it's 
true that , 

you re part 
of me ... 

I don't want 
to forsake 
the people 

I love. 

And we'll 
always be 
together... 

30 
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We're not perfect, 
but at least 
together... 

We can 
be whole. 

Pretending 
otherwise 
won't do 

either of us 
any favors. 

We can be 
stronger together 

than we can 
apart. 
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There is an 
imbalance 

in my world, 
and I ve come 

to... 
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... How? 
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Blog Entries 

Welcome! 

Thanks for viewing my comic! 

I want to note, first off, that this project is more than just a webcomic. This comic serves as 

my senior capstone as an animation major at Ball State University, as well as my Honors thesis. 

For this reason, the blog here will be maintained. As I post artwork, I will also be discussing the 

concept, purpose, process, and research behind the story. 

Comics are no small part of media in today's society, especially with the internet allowing so 

many people to host webcomics of their own. This is part of the reason I wanted to do a comic 

instead of something like a storyboard. I can output consistently and independently, thereby 

(hopefully) creating a more direct and immediate rapport with my audience. Furthermore, I want 

to do something in full color that could become polished and visually powerful while also 

offering a lot of freedom in design and con1position. In a comic, I can take more care with each 

in1age than I could with a storyboard or animatic and still have it be equally as engaging. 

(More on all that later.) 

My goal for this project is to have a fully finished comic by the end of the semester, around 

May. There will probably be anywhere between thirty and fifty pages by the time of its 

completion. That means I'll probably be posting several pages a week, if I am going to complete 

my goal on time. Additionally, I'm planning on updating this blog as well. I am majoring not 

only in animation, but also in psychology, and I'm hoping to utilize that background to 

understand why this story is (or is not) successful. 

So far, I have a couple of titles in my reading list that I'm planning on discussing. These 

include: 
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• The Writer's Journey: Mythic Structure for Writers by Vogler 

• Understanding Comics by Scott McCloud 

• When They Severed Earth from Sky: How the Human Mind Shapes Myth by Barber and 

Barber 

• Meeting the Shadow: The Hidden Power ofthe Dark Side ofHuman Nature edited by 

Zweig and Abrams 

• and more! 

Aside from the more academic discussion, I will also be doing entries about the stages of 

production and artistic choices that went into the comic itself. All in all, it'll be a wholesome 

experience for everybody! 

Stay tuned! 
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So...Why a Comic? 

In my first blog post, I mentioned some of the reasons why I wanted to do a webcon1ic. 

Let's expand on that. Why a comic? Wouldn't it make more sense for an animation student to do 

a storyboard or animatic, or maybe even some sort of design work? 

To start with some background, I've always been drawn to comics. In late elementary 

school, I discovered manga (Japanese graphic novels), and for many years afterward, I was 

smitten with them. At one point in time, my sister and I owned over 200 graphic novels, along 

with numerous issues of Shonen Jump magazine. When I was in middle school, I began doing 

comics of my own. It started out as a social thing--my sister and I would work together making 

plots and characters, and I would show all of our friends what I drew. As tin1e went on, it became 

a more serious hobby, and for a while I was convinced that I wanted to be a comic artist. 

This experience reflects one of the aspects of comics that makes them stand out: they are 

highly accessible, both to readers and to people who want to create them. One does not need 

formal training or specialized equipment to make comics--all they need is a surface and a utensil 

to create marks. The process of creating a crude comic is relatively simple compared to making 

an animation or other time-based narrative, which require a significant amount of additional time 

and effort. 

Furthermore, comics present a complete story. Creating a full narrative through the visual 

arts is often a very involved process, especially if the artist(s) wants the end result to be polished 

and colorful. Storyboards and animatics tend to be rougher, due to the fact that they usually are 

created in preparation for an animation or film; however, a finished animation takes a very long 

time, considering the number of frames that are needed for even a few seconds. With a comic, 

you can get a complete, visually appealing, and engaging narrative with relatively few drawings. 
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This advantage originates the way comics present narrative. A static drawing depicts a 

subject in single moment in tin1e; an animation depicts a subject "moving" through space by 

using many drawings over a set amount of time. Inversely, a comic depicts a subject at various 

times by using many drawings over a certain amount of space. Scott McCloud discusses this 

aspect of comics at length in his book, Understanding Comics: the Invisible Art (1994). 

According to McCloud: 

... The panel acts as a sort of general indicator that time or space is being divided. The 

durations of that time and the dimensions of that space are defined more by the contents 

of the panel than by the panel itself .. .In learning to read comics we all learn to perceive 

time spatially, for in the world of comics, time and space are one and the same (p. 99). 

So instead of drawing every movement and every action, comics operate more on a snap-shot 

basis: they only show the actions that need to be shown, divided in space in such a way to make 

each action, scene, or moment unique. The reader makes assumptions about what happens 

between each panel, a phenomenon of "observing the parts but perceiving the whole" (p. 63) that 

McCloud calls "closure." 

As an artist, I could use comics to get a polished story without having to draw hundreds, 

or even thousands, of drawings. Given the limited time frame for this project (one semester, or 

about five months), this aspect of comics is very appealing. Additionally, it allows me to focus 

on more than just the story elements--I could go full-color, focusing on each panel as an 

individual painting in a way that I might not be able to with a storyboard or animatic. As long as 

time is an abstract construct controlled by the reader, I can maximize the story potential while 

also minimizing the quantity of drawings--and thereby freeing myself to focus more on the 

quality. 
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There are some advantages for the reader, as well. Animations and comics create different 

viewing experiences; animations show the audience what they should see in the order that they 

should see it, whereas comics give the reader more control. With a comic, the reader could spend 

more time on certain panels and less on others. They could pause to muse or marvel over the 

artwork on a certain page or, if they were so inclined, skip a page entirely (though they might be 

confused later) (McCloud 1994). If they didn't catch something the first time around, they could 

reread a section, then easily return to the exact point in time they left off. I want to take 

advantage of this potential for scrutiny--it forces a certain amount of accountability for the 

artwork of each panel, which I'm hoping will make me grow as an artist. If I don't consider each 

image carefully, it'll be very easy for the reader to notice the mistakes! 

To add to all of this, making and distributing comics is easier than ever. With the advent 

of the internet, individuals could publish their work online with the potential to be viewed by 

thousands of people. The process of posting comics can be free and simple, and as such it allows 

an artist a lot of autonomy. Anyone could publish their work themselves and directly interact 

with their audience without needing a third-party publishing or marketing company, which 

creates the opportunity for a lot of personal and creative freedom. It generates the additional 

potential for artistic liberation and experimentation--some current comics, such as Homestuck by 

Andrew Hussie or Ava 's Demon by Michelle Czajkowski, push the boundaries on what 

constitutes a comic while also taking advantage of the platform within which the comic resides. 

That is, using the internet allows these creators to add animation, music, different forms of text 

and panel structures, and so on, all of which would never be possible in print form. 

The potential for comics is astounding, and it only continues to grow. There are people 

that consider comics a "lesser" art form--I hope that their opinion changes as many artists 
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continue to use comics for serious and innovative work. And I hope that, through this project, I 

can contribute to that effort. 
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Monomyth 

When preparing a story, whether it be written or visual, many questions arise almost 

immediately. For instance, what is the major conflict? Who are the characters, and why are they 

special? How does the story begin, and how does it resolve? Often times when people first begin 

telling stories, they have particular events or elements envisioned, but they are at a loss about 

certain others--they may have some idea about what the trials are or how the climax unfolds, but 

they may have no idea about how to start or end. In order to avoid these pitfalls, I have decided 

to reference the monomyth and other story theories to aid in the planning and writing of Mirror . 

Stories have been around for a very long time. Modem storytellers have a rich heritage to 

draw from--a number of myths, fairy tales, and epics have survived for thousands of years, and 

novels and plays have become an increasingly important part of culture as printing and 

widespread literacy led to more readers and writers. It's important to recognize this as a 

storyteller, and although I have written and drawn a number of short stories in the past, I realize 

that I am still a novice. As such, I still have a lot to learn from this vast collection of knowledge. 

With that in mind, I am reading about the monomyth, which outlines events that theoretically 

make up the core of every story. I was fairly familiar with the idea of the monon1yth before I 

started this project--in high school, I had the pleasure of enrolling in a literature class that 

focused on Jungian and psychoanalytic approaches to interpreting stories, so the topic frequently 

came up. In fact, I would contribute my decision to major in psychology along with animation to 

that class. The exploration of the psychological significance of story has always been a topic of 

special interest to me, and I felt that would make a good starting point for this thesis. 

In many ways, the monomyth breaks down successful stories and creates a fOffi1ula to 

explain the elements inherent to all of them. This fOffi1ula can then be applied when writing 
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stories. Of course, there is a certain danger to referencing a formula when building a story-

there's a chance the end result may tum out stiff and rigid if done without discretion. I do 

believe, however, that learning to control and successfully employ the fundamental building 

blocks of an art is essential to gaining proficiency. Just like an artist completes a master study 

while learning to paint and a musician studies classical composers while learning composition, 

so could building a myth aid in learning storytelling. 

So I went forth to create a story based on the structure of the monomyth. I have been reading 

The Writer's Journey: Mythic Structure for Writers, Third Edition by Christopher Vogler, which 

breaks down the monomyth for the modem storyteller. His book, in tum, was based off of Joseph 

Campbell's Hero with a Thousand Faces, which is decidedly denser. For this particular project, I 

opted to read Vogler's book because it is written for creators of modem media, which pertains 

more directly to my project than does Campbell's more general and academic approach. 

I will be discussing the parts of the mononlyth and my interpretation of them at various 

points over the next few months. There will be deviations and alterations, but I plan to recognize 

those in addition to the elements that were followed more faithfully. Most importantly, I want to 

analyze whether or not it was handled successfully, and why or why not--which is why I'm 

hoping to get a lot of feedback! 
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More on Monomyths 

A lot of people have heard about the monomyth and the hero's journey, at least to some 

degree. Many of the literature classes I have taken briefly covered it; I'd imagine other students 

have some similar experiences. At its core, iCs not terribly difficult to understand: the basic 

premise is that a hero is called to a journey in order to solve some problem. They go, face 

various trials and tribulations, defeat the main antagonist, and then return with whatever prize 

they may have won. 

Vogler describes the structure of the monomyth in his book The Writer's Journey: Mythic 

Structure for Writers (2007). The steps are as follows: the ordinary world; the call to adventure; 

the refusal of the call; the meeting with the mentor; crossing the first threshold; tests, allies, 

enemies; approach to the inmost cave; ordeal; reward; the road back; resurrection; and return 

with the elixir. In addition to these steps in chronology, there also exist various patterns in how 

the characters could manifest, or "archetypes." 

It would take some time to explain all of these here, so I'm going to forego describing 

each step in detail. To summarize, the most basic story begins with a character who exists in 

their world until some sort of conflict prompts them to action. Some journey must take place, 

either literally or metaphorically, and that journey has both internal and external con1ponents-in 

other words, the character affects their environment, and the environment, in tum, forces the 

character to change. After various trials, the protagonist has been prepared enough to face the 

final conflict and either overcome it or be defeated by it. After this final trial, they return with 

some remnant of their journey: a treasure, a cure, wisdom, etc. 

This is, as I have mentioned in the past, a formula. Even Vogler himself warns of taking 

it too literally. He gives the reader this advice: "don't mistake the map for the journey. You don't 
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drive with a map pasted to your windshield. You consult it before setting out or when you get 

disoriented" (p. 233). Although a good starting point or assistant when stuck, the monomyth is 

not a concrete guarantee for a good story; narratives are organic and take experience and 

discretion to fonn. 

In any case, I have found referencing the monomyth to be very helpful for certain aspects 

of Mirror. When I first began developing the story, I didn't include the "ordinary world" at the 

beginning-in fact, I didn't really plan on referencing it at all. My advisor pointed out this 

deficiency, and I since have realized the importance of that particular step to my story. Mirror 

exists in a different world, and although I had some idea of what it was going to be, the reader 

does not. With the limitations in the number of pages I was dealing with, I was aware that I 

needed to condense the story, and that introduction seemed like a waste of precious space. 

After including more on the "ordinary world," I feel my story became stronger. In fact, 

much of the feedback I received related to the pacing of the first few pages, as well as the clarity 

of how the world worked (especially what sort of work Nour was doing, which I did not make 

clear enough). I have been making edits to compensate for this, trying to make the agricultural, 

communal society more apparent without spending too long dwelling on it or blatantly (and 

cheaply) stating it via dialogue. 

I will be writing more on the parts of the monomyth and the archetypes that appear in 

Mirror in later entries. They were an important part of developing the story, although they 

certainly weren't the only inspirations. The majority of the story is planned at this point, though 

many adjustments have yet to be made, so I'll have a wealth of interesting things to post about. 
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Before Mirror 

Now that Mirror is well under way, it'd be a good time to discuss pre-production. More 

specifically, I want to talk about the artwork and the process that occurred before I ever drew the 

first page: the story writing, the style development, the designs and characters, and so on. A lot 

of thought went into Mirror before I started, and though I've talked (and will continue to talk) a 

lot about the monomyth and other story theories that influenced the comic, the actual process 

was a lot less concrete. 

I began thinking about the story over a year ago. The basic premise remained intact, 

namely that spirits enter and distort the real world. The theme of balance and moderation was 

also maintained. At its origin, however, it was a lot less fleshed out. 

Since then, I've developed the story, added and subtracted characters, and honed the 

overall message. I started reading for research last summer, though rather casually. My first 

character designs for Nour were also drawn around that time. Her design changed in some 

regards, especially the outfit, but I knew from the start that I wanted the style to be simple and 

clear. Her dark hair and white skin is a manifestation of this-the distinct contrast and simple 

features let me prioritize and clarify her expressions. 

I also wanted her features to be mostly androgynous, and in son1e of the early designs I 

posted online, people referred to her with male pronouns. This was a welcomed response; I 

wanted to create a character that received equal acceptance no matter which gender I chose to 

expose them as. The main reason for this is to remove the complications gender applies to a 

character, especially in terms of a "hero" character, which is traditionally masculine-in short, I 

wanted to make her features as iconic as possible so that a wide audience could relate to her. The 

aim of the comic is to explore the mythic structure in stories, character growth, and so on; gender 
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seemed like a somewhat needless complication, so I chose to omit it to a large degree so I could 

focus my attention elsewhere. The decision to make her female in the end came from the 

necessity for pronouns, as well as the relative lack of neutral female hero characters. 

Her clothes were more difficult. I wanted to do something simple to match the simplicity 

of her character, but I also wanted them to have interesting shapes without getting in the way. 

Her hooded scarf stayed relatively constant because I liked its potential to affect the composition. 

Later, it would gain even more significance (more on that in future posts). At first, I had her in a 

sort of floor-length robe, but I wasn't too fond of how the silhouette of her legs was lost. I went 

through a handful of shirt designs before I conm1itted to the short tunic. As for the colors, I 

wanted to use some that would be visually appealing with the environments she would be in. I 

ended up using the three primary colors with the knowledge that any situation would allow her to 

have at least one color to complement or contrast her surroundings. 

Figure 1. A few pre-comic concepts. 
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A lot of early designs and aesthetic choices were influenced by traditional Indian patterns. 

This served as a starting point-I did not want to tie it down to any single culture, so there are 

elements from Persian and Incan designs as well. The main motivation for the final style, 

however, was to maximize visual appeal and time efficiency. All of the seeds of designs were 

combined and then simplified so that they could be drawn quickly while being as visually 

powerful as possible. The current style was one I developed for this comic, and not one I had 

used before; although I had used parts of the technique for various things, I had not combined 

them in this way before I began. 

To break down the process for each panel, I began with a composition and a color 

scheme. From there, I added gradients, filling in solid shapes in the background by eye-dropping 

points on the gradient, and then polishing edges and adding lines if they were needed. For 

various effects, I added layers with adjustments, masks, and gradients. It was a fairly inexact 

science, but it allowed me to create a full-color, dynamic image in a relatively short amount of 

time. There's more than enough information about the environments and the finalized process to 

fill another post, so I'll go over that more later on. 
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Designing the World 

As I said briefly in my last post, the process of creating the panels wasn't the most 

streamlined at first. The main focus of the art style I wanted to create was dynamic color, shape, 

and composition--I wanted the artwork to carry the story, not just be a vehicle through which it 

existed. In comics, the story and art are intimately linked, and I wanted to take full advantage of 

that relationship. The backgrounds and environments of the story were very important for 

meeting this end, and designing them was both fun and challenging. 

To start with, I needed some themes--as with the character design, I looked a lot to eastern 

and South American cultures. Nour's hometown was influenced heavily by Vietnamese and 

Southeast Asian rice fields, but I wanted to add an element of fantasy to it. The house designs, as 

well as the organic shapes of props such as the lanterns, helped to serve that purpose. 
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Figure 2. Some early sketches of props and environments 
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The colors used throughout the comic were deliberately chosen to match the mood and 

function of each step on Nour's journey. Choosing colors can be challenging--n10st colors can be 

used in many different ways to get many different results, and knowing which combination 

would be most successful often hinges on experience and intuition. A single palette can create 

completely different impressions depending on how it's used, and changing the saturation and 

value of the colors also greatly impacts its resulting effects. For Mirror, the colors were one of 

the most important parts in designing each environment. 

At the beginning, the colors were bright and saturated, with a lot of greens and blues. This 

started the reader with the impression that the world is lush, prosperous--the "perfect world" that 

exists peacefully without problems. The rift in the spirit world changed that, casting a shadow 

over that land. The color palette became much more yellow--a signifier of sickness and decay. 

The low-saturated yellow-brown sky was reminiscent of a brewing storm, the quiet before a 

tornado, and the goal was to create a sense of unease. This contrasted with the inside of the 

Elder's hut, which also had a lot of yellow tones--unlike the outside, however, the yellow was 

more saturated, brighter, and warmer, and it was paired with purple tones. The aim for this 

palette was to create a sense of warmth and comfort while also evoking a sense of mystery, 

which complimented the character of the high priestess. 

When Nour leaves the village to seek the entrance of the spirit realm, she returns to the 

yellow-cast, low saturated world. As she nears the mountain, the panels get slowly darker, and 

red tones become more prominent. When she finally reaches the peak, the palette is almost 

completely n1ade from red hues. The rift above shows a hole into another time or place in the 

universe, a hint towards the unraveling of reality, and the landscape surrounding the entrance is 

desolate and bleak. The lantern and the silhouettes against the landscape beyond the mountain 
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are the only ways Nour can see. 

The entrance to the spirit realm is through the waters of the pond, which was chosen for 

symbolic purposes (more on that later). When Nour enters the waters, the color palette 

immediately switches from red-orange to green-blue. These colors were chosen to lend an 

ethereal sense to the world, as if it were tluid--I wanted it to feel a little unreal, desolate but 

sacred. It is, however, still plagued by the issue Nour is seeking to ren1edy, and the chamber is 

darker and full of more dim yellow-green than it would be normally (which we will get a 

glimpse of near the end). 

Finally, the inner chamber was designed to be a sort of underworld combined with a throne 

room. It was a long hall, cave-like and foreboding, and in it were extinguished fire pits 

reminiscent of the one found in the Elders' hut. The palette was composed mainly of dark or 

low-saturated blues, with some pops of lighter color seen through the openings in the cavern 

walls. (We're not there yet in the comic, but this will also change in time). The blues were meant 

to give the area a solemn feel, quiet and deadened. 

Out of the designing process, the environments were probably the most challenging and time

consuming part. These were just the stylistic choices--Iater on, I'll go more in-depth on the 

symbolic purposes behind some of the choices. 
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Mentors 

Aside from Nour and her family, there are three additional characters introduced before 

reaching spirit world: the chief, the high priestess, and Raven. When thinking of how to use the 

model of the monomyth or hero's journey, the subject of archetypes became an important one. I 

designed these characters to take the roles of the Mentor and Threshold Guardian archetypes, as 

identified and described in The Writer's Journey: Mythic Structure for Writers by Christopher 

Vogler (2007). Of course, stories are much more than a formula, so I took plenty of time to tailor 

the characters for Mirror and give them life of their own. In this post, I'm going to talk about the 

Mentors, and the next will discuss the role of the Raven. 

The Chief was first conceptualized last summer, a little after I had a rough idea ofNour 

and the story. The High Priestess was not added until a little later. Mirror is a story about 

balance, and I thought it would be appropriate to have both masculine and feminine guiding 

energies; therefore, I included both the archetypal Father and Mother with each giving different 

but equally valuable tools and advice. They contrast each other-the Chief has the voice of 

reason and concrete fact (representing the material world), and the High Priestess has the voice 

of intuition and spiritual knowledge (representing the spirit world). 

The way they interact with Nour demonstrates this duality. The Chief addresses Nour in a 

grounded manner; he explains her goal and where she must go. He doesn't use flourishing 

language, but instead says what he means in a straight-forward manner. He is about clarity and 

purpose. The High Priestess, on the other hand, can be frustratingly vague. She speaks to 

intuition, and the advice she gives is meant to be understood only when the time is right and 

Nour is ready. She gives Nour the tools she needs to grow, but also forces Nour to confront that 

inner journey herself. 
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As I mentioned in a previous blog post, the hero's journey consists of several steps. In the 

beginning, there is the ordinary world, then the call to adventure, then the refusal of the call. To 

break this down, there arises a reason for the hero to leave behind their past and seek some form 

of adventure, but they are often reluctant--in the case ofNour, the shadow over the land and the 

possession of her parents left her confused and seemingly helpless. The step Vogler (2007) 

describes after this is nleeting the mentor, which is exactly what Nour does. Nour seeks the 

mentors herself for guidance and reassurance, but when the door is first opened, the Chief 

exclaims that they were just about to call for her. She must be the one to confront the problem, 

which is understandably baffling to her. She is given no choice, however, and is given enough 

information to embark--but no more than that. I wanted the Mentors in Mirror to be wise and 

trustworthy, to have clear authority and power (their position on the top of the hill and Nour's 

trust and deference to them both helped establish this), but I wanted them to call Nour to find her 

own power rather than grant it easily. The Chief believes in her ability to handle herself 

physically and mentally; he calls Nour to action. The High Priestess has faith in her ability to be 

strong spiritually and emotionally; she calls Nour to find her purpose. I wanted that balance to be 

struck so that Nour had direction and some confidence that she was capable, but still had most of 

the burden of growth on her own shoulders. 

The influence of the Mentors, especially the High Priestess, continues throughout the 

story as Nour tries to find and fix the cause of the world's problem. She finds the spirit world and 

learns how to use each tool granted to her along the way. Although they only appear briefly, the 

Mentors have a huge influence on the story, and they are pivotal to Nour's success. In the next 

post, I'll discuss the Raven--and then it'll be time to enter the spirit world. 
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The Raven 

Along with the Mentors, I included another character before Nour enters the spirit world. The 

Raven acts as a Threshold Guardian, a character type discussed by Vogler in The Writer's 

Journey: Mythic Structure for Writers (2007). The decision to include the Raven was a little 

complicated, and his function in the story is a little more subtle than that of the other characters. 

The Raven was conceptualized in several ways before I finally decided on his current form; 

in one iteration, he led Nour to a boat that would cross a river to the spirit world, and in another, 

she gained advice from him after saving him somehow. I chose to settle on his character and 

function as it appears in Mirror due to several factors, including his ability to raise the stakes and 

to keep Nour on her toes. That his, he tells Nour of others who had come before her; each of 

those characters had a major flaw that prevented them from returning from the spirit world. It is 

implied that each of them was presumably confronted with their shadow selves as Nour was, and 

each succumbed to its temptations. This story served as a wan1ing to Nour that if she had selfish, 

ulterior motives beyond her mission, she would likely fail. 

Additionally, he presented himself as ifhe would provide answers, but gave none; the only 

advice he had was essentially to rely on her own senses and ingenuity. After the meeting with the 

Mentors previously, this proved to have an in1portant, if subtle, function--it reminded Nour that 

if she was going to solve this puzzle, she must learn to think for herself. There would be no 

guidance beyond the entrance, and if she didn't seek for her own answers, she could easily be 

disheartened or led astray. 

For this reason, the Raven acts as a bridge, a trial that Nour doesn't necessarily have to 

overcome so much as simply confront. He forces Nour into the mindset needed to enter the spirit 

world and handle what she will find there. His presence creates a minute shift in attitude from 
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naive and confused to wary and investigative--and that would prove crucial for her development 

in the events to come. 

As for choosing a person or creature to take this role, the choice for the guardian of the 

entrance to the spirit world to be a raven was easy. Associated with death in many cultures, 

ravens are also known for their intelligence and have a fairly rich symbolic tradition. It's not 

unusual for a raven to be a trickster character, and Vogler (2007) n1entions ravens relating to 

Native American traditions in his section for the trickster archetype; this sort of ambiguity in 

intention seemed to fit well with the impression I wanted the guardian to give. For the Threshold 

Guardian in Mirror, a raven suited the position as a shadowy figure at the edge of the spirit 

realm, neither presenting himself as good nor evil, but nonetheless having some unorthodox 

wisdom to give. 
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The Spirit World 

After meeting with the Raven, Nour raises her lantern, and the light cast by its glow 

reveals the steps to the spirit world. The spirit world clearly has a lot of influence in Mirror, as 

well as many other stories--indeed, the concept of the spirit world is common in many cultures 

around the world. Its cultural, narrative, and psychological significance prompted me to include 

it. 

To start from the beginning, the idea of a spirit world began as a necessary step in the 

monomyth. The hero crosses the threshold and enters some other world, either a physical place 

or a different mindset. In the case ofNour, who is seeking to discover and overcome the source 

of shadows, a land that shadows call home seen1ed like the ideal destination. The idea of the 

spirit world was therefore conceived at about the same time as the idea of the shadow possession. 

I did some research on the significance and lore surrounding spirit worlds, and I found 

many interesting points in When They Severed Earth From Sky by Elizabeth and Paul Barber 

(2004). In their discussion about the origin and purpose of myth, they noted that the concept of a 

spirit world is frequently occurring, regardless of culture difference. When exploring different 

reasons for this, they uncovered some theories that proposed dreams were the main contributor to 

the creation of a spirit world, while others pointed to reflections or shadows. Eventually, they 

came to the following conclusion: 

We see mirror, shadow, dream-image, and hallucination as radically different 

phenomena--the first two as optical, the last two as involuntary functions of our brain 

during sleep or under influence of special chemicals. In the past, however, as our data 

show, these phenomena were lumped together, and on reasonable enough grounds: all 

four produce insubstantial images (p. 166). 
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These images, doubles of the self, are what give rise to the notion of spirits, and the Barbers 

continued to describe the ways these images were used to call on or deflect spirits. The world in 

which these spirits reside is one that can be seen or accessed through the portals of reflections 

and dreams, existing opposite and parallel to our own. 

Nour enters the spirit world through a small body of water, reflective and serene, and 

only when she was able to look past the illusion of the reflection could she see how to pass 

through it. The choice to use water as opposed to some other form of reflective or shadow 

surface is due to water's association with the subconscious mind, the "stream of consciousness" 

that adds a psychological dimension as well. Water is used in many stories to separate the 

rational, material world and the intuitive, spiritual world, from Odysseus crossing of the river 

Styx to Beowulf confronting the mother of Grendel under a lake. 

Upon entering, she is no longer able to affect change in her surroundings--her function 

has been inverted. As she is flesh with a shadow in the real world, so is she the shadow to the 

spirit in this realm. Reflections also have a different function, and where a reflection in the 

material world would show the image of the material self, in the spirit world that reflection 

instead shows the shadow self. It is this that forces N our to confront the fact that the shadow is 

not a separate entity, but a part of her. 

A lot of consideration went into the creation of the spirit world; all of these things were 

taken into account. It was one of the more complex areas to create and design, but one of the 

most important to the concept of the story. The spirit world helped set the stage for another key 

concept: the shadow self. My next post will begin to delve into the nature of these shadows. 
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The Shadow 

The use of shadows in stories is not new. In fact, there is an entire subsection devoted to 

the shadow archetype in The Writer's Journey by Vogler (2007). While they can appear as literal 

cast-from-light shadows, the shadow archetype can also manifest as the dark side of a person or 

humanity as a whole. In story, they are the Mr. Hyde to Dr. Jekyll, the monster under the bed, or 

the devil himself. The concept of the shadow goes even beyond its implication for narrative; it is 

an important archetype for psychoanalytic theory and interpretations, following the ideas of 

prominent theorists Carl Jung. The concept of the shadow and mankind's relationship with it 

from both a dramatic and psychological point of view are some of the central ideas that gave rise 

to Mirror. 

To start off with some context, I was first introduced to the concept of the shadow in a 

literature class I had during my last year of high school. I mentioned this class as my introduction 

to the monomyth in an earlier post, and it was a point of inspiration for many of my future 

stories. It was an excellent course in which the students analyzed many different stories based on 

a psychoanalytic viewpoint, and concepts of archetypes came up frequently. With that 

discussion, we connected archetypes with theories of how they channel aspects of human nature. 

Needless to say, the concepts were fascinating to me, and the shadow seemed particularly potent. 

One of the books we read was Meeting the Shadow: The Hidden Power ofthe Dark Side 

ofHuman Nature edited by Connie Zweig and Jeremiah Abrams (1991). I dug up my own copy 

for the sake of this comic; it features many articles about the nature of the shadow, its 

manifestation, how it appears in art, and how it can be channeled effectively. The main idea of 

the shadow self is this: when we are children, there are certain traits that are chastised or rejected 

by our parents and figures of authority, and we learn to disown them. Over time, we continue to 
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add more undesirable traits, creating our shadows--the sides of ourselves that we wish didn't 

exist, that are dark or dangerous or uncomfortable. We typically don't acknowledge our shadow 

selves unless we're forced to, or as Zweig and Abrams put it: 

Because it is contrary to our chosen conscious attitude, the shadow personality is denied 

expression in life and coalesces into a relatively separate splinter personality in the 

unconscious, where it is isolated from exposure and discovery (p. 4). 

Some of the ways it is accessed is through dreams, projections (for example, thinking, "they're 

so arrogant, but I'n1 not"), and humor (obscene or offensive jokes). Irrationally strong anger 

towards traits in others is said to be a sign that the shadow is at work, and lacking a sense of 

humor is said to be proof that the shadow is being strongly repressed. 

The shadow is, however, not all negative. Regardless of how we feel about it, the shadow 

is still a part of our own unconscious mind; it is still part of who we are. Giving into the 

shadow's desires could lead to debauchery and violence, but rigidly suppressing the shadow 

could also lead to lying to oneself and destroying potential for greater good. It is also said to 

have a lot of hidden creative potential. In his article "The Evolution of the Shadow" within 

Meeting the Shadow (1991), Edward C. Whitmont remarks the following: 

There is, in fact, no access to the unconscious and to our own reality but through the 

shadow. Only when we realize that part of ourselves which we have not hitherto seen or 

preferred not to see can we proceed to question and find the sources from which it feeds 

and the basis on which it rests (p. 16). 

If we have negative traits but do not confront them, they may manifest without our knowledge or 

awareness. In this sense, treating the shadow as something that should always be ignored and 

avoided can be as detrimental to the development of self as giving into it completely. 
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Nour's journey is directly related to this concept. Her growth as a heroine is tied to her 

ability to not only confront the evils of the world, but to also confront those evils as they appear 

in herself. In fact, she is not able face the problem at hand until she takes control of her shadow 

self, accepting its existence but refusing to be tempted by it. I will write more about her 

maturation in a later post, but before we discuss that, I'm going to talk a little more about the 

shadow, or, more specifically, the collective shadow. 
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Collective Shadow 

As the previous post discussed, the shadow is the negative parts of ourselves that we 

suppress and try to keep out of consciousness. In addition to the individual shadow, there is a 

collective shadow, also discussed in Meeting the Shadow, edited by Connie Zweig and Jeremiah 

Abrams (1991). The collective shadow includes the negative aspects of a culture or all of 

mankind; a penchant for violence and oppression, the common fear or distaste for certain things 

or behaviors, and the tendencies of groups to scapegoat each other can all be attributed to it. The 

main conflict in Mirror is heavily influenced by the idea of the collective shadow, and these 

shadows are meant to act as a comn1entary on the real world. 

After she embraces her own individual shadow, Nour confronts the collective shadow 

within the throne room in order to free the spirit queen. Although implied more than stated in the 

comic, the spirit queen is responsible for both life and death (I'll write a post detailing her 

character a little later). The collective shadow is the mass that holds her hostage for fear of death, 

aging, and the other negative connotations related to those unavoidable phenomena; however, 

due to its fear, the spirit queen is unable to regulate the balance between' life and death, and by 

extension the spirit world and the material world. This is what allows the shadows to come and 

plague Nour's homeland and family. 

When first planning Mirror, the conflict between death and the shadows was one that I 

considered early on. Mirror is a story about balance and finding an equilibrium between 

extremes, and I became attracted to the idea of the balance of life and death, especially because 

of the way American culture tends to view death and aging (or, more accurately, to not view it 

unless it absolutely has to). Our culture is obsessively fixated on the notion of youth--we have 

endless commercials on anti-aging products, celebrities are glorified for looking young and 
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beautiful, and topics of aging are rarely addressed and honored. It's common to be confronted 

with newer and better ways to live longer, to avoid death, and the topic of mortality continues to 

be an uncomfortable one for many people. When something as inevitable as aging and death is 

treated with stigma, it can limit the productive ways people can deal with the insecurities of their 

own mortality. We don't have a lot of rituals or traditions to honor the elderly or provide people 

with some comfort or familiarity with death. In fact, it seems more like we just place our elderly 

in nursing homes, out of sight and out of mind, and in the case of a death, quietly avoid the 

subject, setting aside enough time for somber funerals before returning to the daily grind. 

These are personal interpretations, observations that I felt compelled to address through 

narrative. Regardless of my opinions on the matter, however, the fear of death is a powerful one. 

In fact, there are psychological theories, such as Terror Management Theory, which propose that 

the fear of death is not only an emotional drive, but a foundational aspect of self-esteem and even 

culture. Whether or not that's the case, it's an undeniably potent aspect of life that every person 

has to face. Avoidance of a feared topic only serves to maintain the fear of it, but the nature of 

the death means that sooner or later, everyone will have to succumb to it. 

In Mirror, the fear of death prevents the natural flow of things from occurring. Because 

death is kept at bay, so life n1ust also suffer. This point comes fron1 the idea of ecological 

balance--populations and ecosystems thrive when death is a natural part of the cycle. There are 

only so many resources available to all life on earth, but so long as the natural balance isn't 

thrown too far off, there is enough. If, however, the many billions of people on the planet 

continue to live increasingly longer lives in order to stave off the inevitable, the question of 

distribution of resources and the health of ecosystems is no longer easily answered. The results 

of this potential imbalance are not limited to just individuals or families or even societies--all 
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things in the world are affected. 

Which is to say, a lot of consideration went into what may seem like a relatively simple 

conflict. The relationship between mankind and topics of death and aging is a complex one, and 

it has many potentially far-reaching consequences. Stashed away and seen as evil or dark, the 

fear of death becomes part of our collective shadow--and as shadow, unconfronted, it wreaks 

havoc. Nour is able to challenge this fear because she has seen and accepted her own dark side 

and is thus not overcome by the emotional, mob-like fear of the collective shadow. It is through 

understanding the things we're afraid of that we are able to conquer them, and that theme, 

coupled with the importance of balance, is essential to the conflict of Mirror. 
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The Spirit Queen 

I mentioned a little about the spirit queen in the last blog post, and I'd like to take a little 

time to discuss her design and character. The spirit queen was the second character 

conceptualized after Nour, but the last to have a finalized design. I knew that I wanted her to 

serve as the spirit of both life and death. Overall, it made sense to me that the entity that grants 

life would also hold the power of taking it away. 

The choice to make her female arose in part from this foundation. Life is brought into the 

world through women in the forn1 of childbirth, and the idea of a life-giver pron1pted imagery of 

a Mother Nature figure. Additionally, a long time ago I read a story wherein death, a female 

character who has a burning candle for each human life, becomes the godmother of a mortal 

man/ and that stuck with me; in most iterations, death appears as a male, and it never before 

struck n1e to consider the grin1 reaper's iconic skeleton as female. To make the spirit of life a 

woman was a quick decision after these seeds of inspiration. 

Actually designing her was another hurdle. Her character took the longest to set up a 

finalized design, in part because of the effects I wanted to have. From the start, I imagined that 

she would pass from birth to death every day. I wanted her to reflect natural cycles, like how the 

sun rises in the east and sets in the west or how the seasons pass from the liveliness of summer to 

the quiet, still winter. To do this, I started with her as a full-figured young woman, fertile and 

strong, but as she passes out of the gates, she gets steadily older, until finally she appears 

weathered and frail. 

Some of her other design decisions took additional time to work out. She is meant to be 

1 Researching this story has revealed many versions, including some wherein death is a male. Given that 
this story was not a source so much as a distant inspiration, I chose not to pursue it too deeply, but a 
quick search of "Godmother Death" online will yield a number of versions to anyone who wishes to read 
them. 
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simultaneous attractive and repellent, and many people mentioned in comments that she seemed 

creepy or untrustworthy. The looming threat of death does not provoke a feeling of warmth. 

Once she is freed and can progress through the cycles necessary, however, she is meant to 

become a more sympathetic character, and even when she is almost skeletal, she seems warmer 

than when she was trapped in youth. Her color scheme helps with this; the brown of her skin was 

chosen in part to connect her to earth, and the greens and blues that accent her hair to be hints of 

sea, sky, and flora. While the other characters' physical appearances are restricted to black and 

white (with the exception of clothing), she is vibrant. Bound within the cavern, however, her 

colors are muted and desaturated. It is not until the vibrancy of balance returns to spirit world 

that she gets brighter colors and seems more approachable because of it. 

The spirit of life is a very important part of Mirror, even if she doesn't say much. Her 

character personifies a lot of the major themes that I was focusing on, and getting her right was 

tough. The only character more important is Nour herself. Nour required a lot of tweaking and 

thought, and in the next blog post, I'll go over her character growth over the course of the story. 
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Nour 

Nour, as the hero of our story, has the most complicated character progression. Although 

the initial parameters of her character were not that difficult to work out, her development over 

the course of the story took some time to finalize. I used a few tools to help symbolize her 

development, including her hood and the lantern, mirror, and hilt. Additionally, her interaction 

with her own shadow is another n1etaphor for personal growth, and her ability to face the 

darkness within herself sets her apart from the other characters. Nour's journey is as much about 

her own development and identity as it is about the external world she seeks to save. 

At the beginning of the story, NOllr was passive. She was quiet, self-contained, and self

conscious, but also hard-working and humble. While she didn't actively question authority or her 

own position, she didn't feel a strong commitment to it either--an identity status known as 

diffusion as defined by psychologist James Marcia (Ryckman, 2004, p. 133). That is to say, Nour 

had never challenged nor thought critically about who she was or what her personal values were, 

which is a comn10n state of identity in adolescence and early adulthood. She didn't feel any 

sense of crisis, but she also didn't feel confident or especially capable. The call to adventure 

forced this to change. 

Nour sought help fron1 the Elders, but instead of fixing the problem, they told her that she 

must fix it herself. There was something about her that she did not yet realize, and she had great 

potential to tackle even the biggest of problems. They gave her two items, hint at the relevance 

of one she already had, and then sent her on her way. At this point, she entered an identity state 

called n10ratorium, which involves an active reevaluation of oneself (Ryckman, 2004, p. 134). 

She was in an identity crisis, which is not resolved until she met and accepted her own shadow. 

Until that point, she remained confused, unsure of herself, and at some points even fearful. 
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The confrontation with the shadow was difficult to execute. For starters, it was a lot of 

dialogue to fit into relatively few pages. I had to spend a good deal oftin1e carefully working 

through the ideas in order to condense them as much as possible. To further complicate things, 

the relationship between Nour and her shadow was, by necessity, complex; the shadow needed to 

portray Nour's rejected qualities, and as such had to be different, but not unrelated, to her current 

self. In other words, those qualities weren't just a generic "dark side," but aspects specific to 

what she found undesirable in herself. Her shadow sought to take control and gain its freedom, 

and the achieve this, it criticized her according to the things she was self-conscious about, such 

as the fear that she was unremarkable or useless. The shadow failed, however, because Nour did 

not travel to the spirit world to benefit herself, and the shadow's temptations did not trump her 

desire to help those she loved. Her adherence to her values had purpose beyond a social script 

that she blindly followed, and this conviction allowed her not only to stand up to her shadow, but 

to accept it as part of her. 

In more concrete terms, Nour recognized patterns of negative thinking and addressed 

them honestly. In her process of questioning her identity and what she believed, she separated 

herself from an external code of how one "should" or "should not" be, and she discovered that 

the morality of "good versus evil" is neither useful nor realistic. She knew that she could not 

move forward without her shadow, and in order to have the ability to do good for those she cared 

about, she had to accept her human flaws without being overcome by them. This process of self

acceptance matches many real-life narratives, as similar internal conflicts can occur when 

individuals confront personal prejudices, self-deprecating patterns of thinking, and other cycles 

of guilt and blame that arise when their perception of themselves don't match with the rigid mold 

of a ""good" person. Resolving these issues involves critically examining the less-desirable parts 
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of oneself, as well as learning to recognize that negative qualities are an unavoidable and 

necessary part of being hun1an. In the actual comic, a lot of this was not explicitly stated, but 

rather demonstrated through the conversation and Nour's willingness to look past the undesirable 

words and nature of the shadow to recognize its importance. Her shadow became part of her, and 

her status changed from identity moratorium to identity achievement (Ryckman, 2004, p. 135). 

From then on, Nour had the confidence and ability she needed to move forward and confront the 

real problem without the baggage of excessive self-doubt. 

Another method I used to show N our's development was to change how she wore her 

hood. Early in the comic, it was established that keeping the hood up was not necessarily a 

cultural norm. In fact, Nour's mother scolded her for it on the second page, claiming that she 

would never get married if she wore it up all the time. Instead of listening to her mother, 

however, Nour pulled the hood further over her face on the next page. All of this established that 

the hood was something Nour hid behind, a sort of "security blanket" to keep attention off of 

herself. After she incorporated her shadow, that changed. The change blew the hood off, and 

instead of correcting it, Nour showed her face openly. She no longer felt the need to rude, and 

even if she did not have the answers for a situation, she did not hesitate to face them head-on. In 

this way, the hood was one of the n10re subtle but powerful visual demonstrations of her 

confidence after the transformation. 

The final major tools I used in aiding and staging Nour's development were the lantern, 

the mirror, and the hilt. Aside from being important to the literal events in the plot, these tools 

were chosen for their metaphoric relevance. The hilt was something Nour possessed early on and 

made its debut by the second page when her mother was cleaning the house. The lantern and the 

mirror were both given to her by the high priestess before she started her journey. The purpose 
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and meaning of these of these items correspond with a step ofNour's development. 

The first item she used, the lantern, was meant to "light her path," but it took her some 

time to use it wisely. While she did light her path, it was not until the raven reminded her to think 

for herself that she raised it high enough to see the steps into the spirit world. The illumination of 

the lantern represented insight, knowledge, and personal inquiry. At that point, Nour had been 

passively responding to the external demands of her; using the lantern to actively seek answers 

represented an internal shift and a necessary step towards her goal. 

The second item she used was the mirror. The high priestess instructed her to "deflect 

shadows," and when she was faced with her own shadow, she attempted to do that--and failed. 

When Nour noticed that the shadow was connected to her own feet, she turned the mirror on 

herself, and saw the image of her shadow self in the reflection. It became clear following this 

that the shadow was not just an enen1Y that she had to face, but a part of who she was. The mirror 

represented self-reflection and viewing oneself honestly. After the active seeking of the lantern, 

the next necessary step was to gain insight to oneself, and the mirror symbolized that step of 

Nour's growth. 

The final tool that Nour used was the hilt. By itself, a hilt without a sword is rather 

useless, and when the high priestess referred to it as a "sword," Nour responded with skepticism 

(and the audience might have started doubting the credibility of the old woman). Indeed, through 

most of the story, the hilt was more or less dead weight, and that didn't change until Nour 

incorporated her shadow. Once Nour gained the strength of her shadow self, she also gained the 

ability to use the hilt through the form of a shadow sword. The hilt was a vehicle through which 

she could use her own self-assurance and insight to affect change on her environment. The hilt 

was a symbol of potential, something Nour had all along but could not use until she was honest 
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with herself and dispelled the fears and ignorance that grew out of her passivity. Once she 

thought critically about her purpose and herself, she had the power to recognize and take action 

against the tyranny created by the terror of the collective shadow. It is through internal strength 

that she gained the ability to fight against external issues. 

A lot of thought went into Nour's development, and in some ways the external plot of 

Mirror is a metaphor for her internal journey. Her growth was necessary in order to bring 

balance to her world, just as the world gave her no choice but to grow or become overcome. 

Developing her story was a challenge, but it also gave me a lot of opportunities to think of 

creative visual and narrative solutions, which made it one of my favorite parts of the 

development process. 
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Mirror as a Myth 

Over the course of planning, writing, and executing Mirror, a lot of big ideas and themes 

were developed. It was difficult trying to fit all of these major concepts into a short comic 

spanning less than fifty pages, and now that it is complete, I'm not sure I can objectively 

determine how successfully I did so. This blog discussed a lot of the background thought 

processes, but some of the things I discussed--such as the collective shadow's fear of death and 

the conceptual role of the spirit queen--were not made very obvious in the narrative. I do not, 

however, view that as a limitation. In fact, I believe that some of the power in narrative is to 

create understanding without blatantly stating exactly what is meant to be gained. I approached 

Mirror as an exercise in using the hero's journey to create something akin to a myth, and as such 

one of my goals was to try to encode the major themes and ideas in subtle ways. 

Before this post, I had a lot of discussions of archetypes in regards to the hero's journey 

as outlined by Vogler in The Writer's Journey (2007), who in tum gained many of his ideas from 

Joseph Campbell, who studied, among many things, myths. I also talked about Carl Jung and 

archetypal symbolism in regards to the shadow. Although all of these authors and resources laid 

out their ideas clearly, the concept of archetypal symbolism and the monomyth rose out of the 

study of mythology, and myths were not created with these things in mind. Rather, they seem to 

have arisen from some sort of universal humanity, and they share many qualities without 

intentionally meaning to do so. 

What, then, are myths? How do archetypes arise? In my post about the spirit world, I 

referred to some theories about how the concept of a spirit world could appear independently 

across so many different cultures. That discussion came from a book called When They Severed 

Earth From Sky: How the Human Mind Shapes Myth by Elizabeth and Paul Barber (2004). I read 
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this book in preparation for Mirror with the intention of understanding how myths encode 

infonnation, and it turned out to be a very interesting book. It is also brimming with infonnation, 

so to summarize some of the big ideas, myths are used to condense relevant material so that it 

can be passed down orally through many generations, and over the course of time, the stories are 

stripped down to their most interesting or relevant basic elements. Furthermore, it is common for 

cultures to personify or give will and agency to non-living things, to not state things that are 

assumed to be true within a culture (such as manners or customs that everyone is familiar with), 

and to blur the line between appearance and reality. 

What this means is that myths often originate from a purpose or event that may seem 

nothing like the resulting story. The Barbers (2004) frequently use myths related to volcanoes to 

illustrate this, given that volcanoes don't move, exist for a very long time, and sometimes have 

regular or historically traceable eruption events. For a group of people living near a volcano, the 

threat of eruption becomes an important piece of infonnation to pass down. The fonn it might 

take, however, may be of a great battle with the gods, and lava may be like streams of blood or 

long red hair or any number of other things. The Barbers (2004) spent an entire chapter 

discussing the myth of Prometheus, chained to a mountain to have his liver pecked out by day by 

a huge eagle only to have it regrow blood-red over the course of the night. From the point of of 

view of son1eone living near a volcano, however, where the tremors of an eruption can shake the 

earth like a struggling giant, and a huge plume of smoke can be like a giant bird over the peak of 

the mountain, this story does not seem so far-fetched. 

When writing Mirror, I had this process in mind. I took the major themes I was playing 

with, namely balance and the in1portance of viewing oneself honestly, and attempted to encode 

them into the narrative in such a way that the essence of the idea was understood. I believe that a 
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concept is strongest when it can be demonstrated effectively. A character is strong not because 

they are stated to be so, but because they can actively display their strength; an act of goodwill is 

moving not when the audience is told they should be moved, but when the act speaks for itself. 

This can be hard to accomplish when creating a story, especially with the author has a message 

they want to pass on. 

How well I accomplished this is another matter, and I don't think I have the tools or 

objective perspective necessary to make a case for that. I am pleased with the final result of the 

comic, and at this point, the only major change I would make would be to have a little more time 

to flesh out the character of the spirit queen. Otherwise, how well the story carries itself is the 

only gauge I have. All-in-all, though, I am glad to have finished, and I feel like I can be proud of 

how the story came out. 
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